Liquor Legal For 18-Year-Olds?

Eighteen-year-olds would be allowed to drink and buy alcoholic beverages under a bill filed in the Indiana Senate yesterday by Senator Joseph W. Harrison (R-Alton). Senate Majority Leader Phillip E. Gutman (R-Fort Wayne) and Senator Lawrence M. Borst (R-Indianapolis) both said they would support the measure if the General Assembly permits voting in state elections at age 18. If they "are going to vote at 18 they're going to have to be fully emancipated and accept all the responsibility of citizenship," Gutman said.

Gutman said he has not yet taken a position on permitting voting in state elections at 18. If the voting age is changed, however, it should be done by constitutional amendment, he said.

Borst also said he believes that all other citizenship rights and responsibilities should accompany granting of the voting privilege. In addition, the rights now granted 18-year-olds should be given to 16-year-olds if voting in state elections at 18 is approved, Borst said. Harrison's bill is one of eight he filed Wednesday and yesterday to grant 21-year-old citizenship rights to 18-year-olds.

The drinking bill was assigned to the Public Policy Committee, of which Senator Leslie Duvall (R-Indianapolis) is chairman. Duvall, generally regarded as a conservative, said he felt he should "keep an open mind" on the measure since it will be before his committee.

"If they (18-year-olds) get the complete franchise, this (granting of additional citizenship rights) will be the trend," he said. Duvall indicated he does not expect granting of complete adult citizenship rights to 18-year-olds "all at once."

Senator W. W. Hill Jr. (R-Indianapolis), who classifies himself as a teetotaler, said that drinking at 18 "doesn't logically follow" voting at 18. He said he believes the right to vote in state elections at 18 should be accomplished by constitutional amendment rather than by statute.

"You can't amend the Constitution with a statute," Hill said.

"If we pass a statute changing the constitutional voting age, we could pass a statute raising the constitutional limitation on local government debt from 5 per cent to 6 per cent," he said.

Senator Adam Benjamin (D-Gary) said he believes young persons are better educated and more mature at 18 today than they were at 21 in 1950.

"I haven't noticed any more problems in New York State where drinking is permitted at 18, than in Indiana," he said.

The only difficulty with drinking by 18-year-olds would be controlling those persons out-of-state who might flock to Hoosier border communities, he said.

Benjamin said he does not think the change would bring any great disadvantages and he indicated he would support the measure.

He said he is dubious about its chances of passage.

Cash Prizes Offered

In Writing Contest

Now is the time for all aspiring writers to rise to the occasion. The English Department is beginning completion of this year's Tustina and needs material. The three genre areas are poetry, essay and short fiction. Please, there is no room for a novel. As further incentive to the unpublished authors (who usually suffer a shortage of cash); cash prizes of $10 will be awarded to each first-place winner in each of the three categories. The prizes will be awarded in May, but the deadline for entries is March 1. Submissions may be submitted to any English department faculty member (please be sure to include your name). Also, for the benefit of the English department; all English majors, or those who plan to be English majors, check the following list. If your name does not appear, please contact the English department.


Bonnie S. Smith, Flournoy Speers, Patsy Sattell, Brian Thompson, Vicki Verbreex, Sandra Williams, Jane Katly and Edwine Gelfin.

S.F.A. Members!!!

The I.S.F.A. Mid-Winter Conference will be held at the Hospitality Inn, (141 North Ford Road, Indianapolis) on Saturday, February 11, 1978, 10:00-1:30. Members of Colleges from all over the state will attend.

The program includes two sessions (led by Dr. Morris S. Spier, Industrial Psychologist) which includes interaction games, educational games, lecture and discussion. Lunch will be served at 12:00 in the dining area.

The cost of this conference is $3.75. Please mail yourMathes by Saturday, February 6 to make your reservation.

Those who drive will be paid 8 cents a mile round trip from his school to Indianapolis.

P.S. Come dressed so that you will be comfortable sitting on the floor.

Admissions Officer to Head College Assoc. Committee

David J. Huffman, Director of Admissions at Indiana Central College, was recently elected chairman of the twelve-member Data Systems and Machine Activities Committee of the Indiana Association of College Registrars and Admissions Officers.

The committee is responsible for planning and coordinating the educational programs and activities of the Association which relate to the use of data processing in the development and utilization of student records. The chairman's term of office is one year.

Mr. Huffman is also active in the Indiana Association of College Admissions Officers where he serves as its membership committee chairman.

Larry Zartman Killed, Terry Busching

Injured In Automobile Accident

- an excerpt from the poem

And Death Shall Have No Dominion

by Dylan Thomas.

And death shall have no dominion. Dead men naked they shall be one. When the river swells to the wind and the west moon; When their bones are picked clean and the clean bones gone, They shall have stars at elbow and foot; Though they go mad they shall be sane, Though they sink through the sea they shall rise again; Though loves be lost love shall not; And death shall have no dominion.

LIFE HOLDs

Life holds nothing but sadness for those who are alone.

A deep sadness, that can never be anything else.

Life holds long lonely hours of wondering which way to turn.

Hours, days and years Always lonely.

Life’s suppose to be happy Full of joys and good times.

Full of love and laughter Love – an endless day with death waiting at the very end.

Foreign Educators Visit Campus

Mrs. Nilda B. Lopes de Franco of Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Mr. Hosein Yek-Kalam of Kermanshah, Iran were guests of the Education Department of the College of Liberal Learning on Friday, February 5.

The guests were participants in the 1978 International Educational Development Program, an intercultural study program sponsored by the S.E. Department at the College. They visited Indiana Central to learn more about teacher training and the administration of a teacher education program. At the College.

Mrs. de Franco teaches English in the National Higher Teacher Training Institute in Modern Languages in Buenos Aires, and Mr. Yek-Kalam also an English teacher, is affiliated with the Teacher Training Center at Kermanshah.

Following a luncheon with the Academic Dean, Dr. Cromer, and the Education Faculty, the guests were given a detailed briefing on Central's teacher education program, and concluded the day with a discussion with Dr. Sease.

Coffee House Started

With the initial success of the Coffee House, we would like to take this time to thank the people who made it possible. Mr. Ross Ludwig, Jim Simpson and the school's maintenance department, Mike Shunn in coordination with Central Council, Mr. and Mrs. Berg, and the Central Coffee House Committee; Bruce Gumbel, Norm Beets, Bill Byers, Jim Campbell, Sandy Henderson, Linda Elzey, and Ezekiel Eberwine.

John Adams, Kermit Berg, Sam Pleh, Edw. Kinnaman, and Terry Marquette. We would also like to express appreciation to the College campus organizations, who through their donations, made the Coffee House possible.

These people have given it started, it's up to you the students and faculty to keep it going.

Sincerely,

Steve Humphrey
San Chambers
The Pen and The Gavel

Dr. Seab's address in this semester's formal opening chapel is one to be appreciated and responded to. In deference to his message, I will not mention the apparent rational involvement is expected and necessary on their part in order for Central to perform at its true potential. The vocal voice of the students, now has to activate further its voice and ideas.

I am asking Central Council to make several proposals to the proper authorities concerning chapel. The first will be a request to Dr. Cramer, Mr. Swank, and the student chairman of the Chapel-Convocation Committee to establish within two weeks a list of at least fifteen types of events off campus which may be considered for our program. I will also expect the determination of a method for students to establish proof of and receive credit for this outside attendance.

A second recommendation will deal with what I feel has been an absence of chapel programs in conjunction with timely and current events. Fine programs could be built around anniversaries of national and individual importance. For just one example, the special anniversary of a composer such as Beethoven might be revealed. This type of presentation could be not only informative but also entertaining. It is something, however, which must be handled with depth and intensive planning, or it will be a superficial bor.

In addition to this consideration in the planning of next year's chapel programs, there is also an opportunity for perpetuating a transannual respect. I feel there are many facets of living which span color, but many more to associate with black man's competence with only his dealings with his specific problems. There are leaders and combinations of the old and new, various phases of life which owe no allegiance to color. When this is reflected, perhaps more will be called out of black men as individuals outside that of a racial setting. Thus, my third proposal is for this reflection, MAB

WICR 88.7 FM

WICR is on the move with a full and entertaining schedule! WICR broadcasts the best in easy listening music Monday through Thursday from 3 PM to 8 PM, and Friday, Saturday, and Sunday from 10 AM to 10 PM.

Our programming starts at 10 AM with a mix of music, talk shows, and features. From 11 AM to 2 PM, we present the Maniac Show, which includes music and humor, and the New York Metropolitan Opera. From 2 PM to 5 PM, we offer easy listening music, and from 5 PM to 8 PM, we broadcast the baseball games live for the Indiana Central sports fans.

Our programming continues on Friday and Saturday nights, with WICR broadcasting to the early morning hour of 2 AM with the best in rock. Saturday starts at 8 AM with the Central College and is your radio station.

In the evening, we have a mixture of music, talk shows, and features. From 10 PM to 12 AM, we present the Daily News, which includes the news and weather, and from 12 AM to 2 AM, we broadcast the baseball games live for the Indiana Central sports fans.

Overpopulation

Time Is Running Out For Earth, Says Astronaut

Apollo astronaut Neil Armstrong, speaking as a Mythical spaceman from a distant world, says the earth "sits at a balancing point in its evolution, teetering between potential greatness and colossal collapse."

Schweickart used the discussion of an imaginary astronaut returning to another solar system from an earth observation mission, reminding us that man's resources must be managed properly to avoid serious consequences.

Writing in Bell Aerospace Company's "Trend View" magazine, the Apollo 9 specialist said, "the race that seems to be looking directly or indirectly on most of the other problems of earth is overpopulation."

The source of this problem is considered to be a combination of the new and the old, according to Dr. Schweickart. "Technology, particularly medical, has reduced the death rate at infancy and prolonged the life of the aged while the old tribal and pseudo-religious breeding dogma is still common and encourage the population of large families."

A second factor which would influence which we may have to consider is the future of its technology and how it is applied. "Up to this point, I may have given you a picture of a very backward planet. And perhaps, for the most part this is true. However, despite the generally accepted way of life, some areas on the planet, notably the northern temperate regions, have developed a remarkable technological development which may provide an answer to the problems of overpopulation."

Schweickart also said that the important question is how this technology will be applied to the future.

"Perhaps the greatest danger for this new generation lies not from without, but from within. It lies in the possibilities of an easy way out; a resignation of frustration; a turning inward." Schweickart continued to represent the astronaut discussing with his people the observations of earth, suggesting whether the intelligent life on earth is still intelligent enough?

"We will soon see; time is running out."
Editorial

Radiclib Repents

Once upon a time there was a radiclib who listened to Mr. Agnew and other spokesmen for orthodoxy, and decided he had been on the wrong track.

Said he to himself:

"I have been guilty of fuzzy and speculative thinking. Now before me is a clear doctrine which makes everything plain and easy. I will change my ways."

So he figured out what to believe:

"This is the greatest country in the world troubled only by students and blacks."

"Nothing is wrong with motherhood, the flag, apple pie and the capitalistic system."

"Inflation has been stopped and there will be pie in the sky next Tuesday."

"The war will end when the recalcitrant natives see the light."

"Richard M. Nixon is God's gift to the world. So's the Republican Party."

"My country, right or wrong, and it's always right."

"Nobody should wear long hair and funny clothes."

"Pot is bad. Booze is all right."

So he thought for a time, and he was happy. But the nagging, unorthodox, un-American doubts returned. And in the end he uttered the cry of all skeptics since the world began:

"Blind faith is so beautiful. Why can't I believe?"

(Reprinted from the Boston Globe)

A Christian School

This is a Christian school. Everyone knows that. We are against drinking, smoking, illicit sex, and a host of other "earth shaking" evils. Yet, it seems that we are not against killing. The HOLY BIBLE says in many places, very explicitly, that MAN MUST NOT KILL HIS FELLOW MAN UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. It would not be going too far, I think, to say that killing is un-Christian. It is contrary to everything that Christ said.

We must be against killing.

Several times this year in chapel, when we were a captive Christian audience, we were preached the embodied word of Satan: Militarism. Moreover, it would appear from the credentials of the speakers who spoke the above mentioned words, that the Chapel-convocation committee went to great expense to have these "sermons" preached.

Among the speakers who preached militarism was Dr. Nicholas Nyarodi. While Dr. Nyarodi and the others made several "god points it seems, that we are not against killing. The HOLY BIBLE says in many ways.
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Wednesday, Feb. 10

7:45 a.m. - History Department Film, "Napoleonic Era," Recital Hall
9:30 a.m. - Convo: ANGEL FINNEY, TURN IN YOUR WINGS! An original play by P ROF. 0. W. Moulton
5:15 p.m. - IRC Film Festival, Auditorium - Dinner Main Din. Rm. 7:15 p.m.
6:45 p.m. - IRC Management Human Resources Class, EH 302
6:00 p.m. - IRC-MDP Dinner, Din. Rm. A, Class at 7:00 in Book Conf. Rm.
7:00 p.m. - IRC Advanced Interior Design Class, S201-3-5
7:00 p.m. - IRC Ipsaco Program, N200-2-4.
9:30 p.m. - Opera Rehearsal, Auditorium.

Thursday, Feb. 11

8:00 a.m. - A.M.S. Seminar, IRC sponsored, Auditorium - Noon all small dining rooms.
9:30 a.m. - Bible Study Group, S201
4:00 p.m. - Faculty Meeting, Recital Hall
6:00 p.m. - Opera Rehearsal, Auditorium
6:00 p.m. - IRC-MDP Dinner, Din. Rm. A, Class at 7:00 in Book Conf. Rm.
12:30 p.m. - Bethany Wesleyan Church, Sweetheart Banquet, Din. Rms. B & C
8:30 p.m. - Beta Theta Rush, S201-3-5 Wrestling - Manchester, here

Friday, Feb. 12

9:35 a.m. - Convo: Dr. Richard Hamilton of Methodist Temple at Evansville
5:30 p.m. - Evening Student Buffet
6:30 p.m. - Movie "Goodbye Columbus," Auditorium
8:00 p.m. - Sweetheart Dance, Columbia Club
12:00 noon - American Assn. of University Women, All small dining rooms.
1:00 p.m. - American Assn. of University Women, Meeting S201-3-5
3:30 p.m. - Women's Alumni Basketball Game, Gym
5:45 p.m. - Alumni and Varsity Dinner, Dining rooms A & B
6:30 p.m. - Indiana Astronomical Society, Din. Rm. C
8:00 p.m. - Indiana Astronomical Society, Meeting LSH 118
6:00 p.m. - Basketball with Taylor - Gym
9:30 p.m. - Taylor University Alumni Dinner for Players, Din. Rms. A & B

Saturday, Feb. 13

8:00 a.m. - Scholarship Auditions in Recital Hall (All Day)
9:30 a.m. - Mid-Winter Conference American Camping Assn., Auditorium Noon, Din. Rm. D - 7:15 p.m. Banquet and Speaker
12:00 noon - American Assn. of University Women, All small dining rooms.
1:00 p.m. - American Assn. of University Women, Meeting S201-3-5
3:30 p.m. - Women's Alumni Basketball Game, Gym
5:45 p.m. - Alumni and Varsity Dinner, Dining rooms A & B
6:30 p.m. - Indiana Astronomical Society, Din. Rm. C
8:00 p.m. - Indiana Astronomical Society, Meeting LSH 118
6:00 p.m. - Basketball with Taylor - Gym
9:30 p.m. - Taylor University Alumni Dinner for Players, Din. Rms. A & B

Sunday, Feb. 14

3:00 p.m. - Nurses Capping - Auditorium
4:00 p.m. - Nursing Department Reception - Main Dining Room
6:00 p.m. - Opera Rehearsal, Auditorium

Two complete Operas, "A Hand of Bridge" and Mozart's "Impressario," will be given by the music department February 15, in the Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

The Lyric Trio, composed of Mrs. Dorothy Munger, Mrs. Shirley Tabachnick and Mr. Arthur Tabachnick, will present a concert on Monday, February 15. Ransburg Auditorium at 9:30 a.m.

John G. Swank will judge the American Institute of Banking Speech Contest on February 20th in the Fine Arts Center.
Dear Dooley,

I am enraged by the obscene graffiti scrawled on restroom walls. Isn't it possible to have this unseemly trash removed?

Concerned

Dear Dooley,

Last night I found a dead roach in the cafeteria potato salad. Dooley, isn't there something that can be done about this outrageous situation?

Squeamish

Manchester Surprises

I.C. Greyhounds

Manchester played "catch-up" basketball and made it pay off by upsetting Central, 89-85.

Down at the half by 47-43, the Spartans kept driving back and finally tied the score for the first time at 86 when John Warwick hit a 10-foot jumper for the winning points.

Manchester had the ball twice in the last minute and turned it over to the Greyhounds on errors — but Central couldn't get the ball in the hoop.

With 31 seconds left, Manchester got the ball back and with 6 seconds remaining Ken Ballinger hit a 10-foot jumper for the winning points. Central called time with 5 seconds showing and got the ball into Todd Jones who missed a 2-footer as the buzzer sounded.

Ed Ziegler pumped in 26 points for Central.

Mark Whitman had 16 and Jones 24.
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